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MOL AccessPortal Collaborates with eBay Malaysia 

To Launch MOL SafePay, a Malaysian ‘Escrow’ Based Secure Payment Solution  

on eBay.com.my 

 

MOL AccessPortal Berhad (MOL AccessPortal), a MSC Malaysia Status Company listed on 

the MESDAQ Market of Bursa Malaysia has developed MOL SafePay, an ‘escrow’ based 

secure payment solution in collaboration with eBay for their Malaysian marketplace, 

eBay.com.my.  

MOL SafePay is a Malaysian developed payment mechanism which facilitates person to 

person fund transfer securely on eBay.com.my, enabling safe online purchases and sales to be 

carried out. Funds that are transmitted between a Buyer and a Seller on eBay.com.my will be 

managed by MOL SafePay as part of the transaction process.   

MOL SafePay will temporarily hold payment from the Buyer until the merchandise is 

delivered by the Seller. Upon successful delivery, MOL SafePay will release the payment to 

the Seller by crediting his/her MOL Freedom Prepaid MasterCard.  The Seller may then 

withdraw cash using the MOL Freedom Prepaid MasterCard at any EON Bank or Cirrus 

ATM nationwide. In both instances, Buyers and Sellers are protected with the verification 

done by MOL SafePay. 

Ganesh Kumar Bangah, Chief Executive Officer of MOL AccessPortal said, “We are 

honoured to collaborate with eBay on the launch of MOL SafePay.  The MOL SafePay 

solution completes the payment ecosystem in Malaysia that we have built over the last five 

years. With this, we provide our partners a method of collecting payments through 



MOLePoints, paying customers through MOL Freedom and today with MOL SafePay, a 

method for person to person transfer, in line with the advent of Web 2.0.  We hope to 

duplicate this ecosystem regionally in the near future with our partners.” 

“We are pleased to work with MOL AccessPortal to provide our local users with a secure 

payment solution that will enable them to trade more effectively on eBay.com.my,” said Sam 

McDonagh, Director for eBay Southeast Asia. “With MOL SafePay, Malaysian shoppers can 

transact safely when purchasing items on eBay and sellers will be able to withdraw funds 

from their domestic sales in Malaysian Ringgit at their convenience.” 

This collaboration aims to promote a secure online trading environment where local users can 

buy and sell with peace of mind and enjoy the boundless opportunity that the eBay 

marketplace provides. 

For more information, please visit safepay.mol.com.  
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Halida Abu Bakar  
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Tel : 603-2148 3777  
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About MOL AccessPortal Berhad  

The Company was incorporated in Malaysia under the Companies Act, 1965 on 9 February 

2000 as a private limited company under the name of Superior World Sdn. Bhd. It assumed 

its present name on 8 July 2000 and was converted into a public limited company on 29 April 

2002. The Company was officially listed on the MESDAQ Market of Bursa Malaysia 

Securities Berhad under the Technology Sector on 22 December 2003. The Company is a 

MSC Malaysia Status company specialising in Internet media and e-commerce, leveraging on 

a network of physical outlets acting as physical media and cash-based payment collection 

centres for online transactions.  



The Company has three wholly-owned subsidiaries with their respective principal activities 

as media content and online payment service providers. The Company has 7 core operating 

programmes which are MOLePoints, MOLeTopUp, Gameshive, MOLWings, M2Btv Pony, 

MOLFreedom and MOLeSolutions.    

For more info, please visit www.mol.com  

 

About eBay 

Founded in 1995, eBay created a powerful platform for the sale of goods and services by a 

passionate community of individuals and businesses. On any given day, there are millions of 

items across thousands of categories for sale on eBay. eBay enables trade on a local, national 

and international basis with customized sites in markets around the world. Through an array 

of services, such as its payment solution provider PayPal, eBay is enabling global e-

commerce for an ever-growing online community.  

 eBay is The World's Online Marketplace®. 

 


